CHAPTER FIVE
HERDING THE MONKEYS is chapter examines how parks manage monkey movements on a day-to-day basis. e initial provisioning of wild monkeys described in Chapter 3 brought about a major change in monkey diet and lifestyle, but not a total transformation. e park is not the only feeding ground because the troop continues to forage, to some extent, in the forest beyond it. Without a monopoly on the food supply, park control over troop movements is limited. e alternative food supply available in the forest has the potential to divert monkeys away from the park, especially at those times of year when natural forage is most abundant and appealing. For the monkey parks, as commercial visitor attractions that aim to be open to visitors on a year-round basis, this poses a potentially serious problem. Park sta employ various tactics to tackle this problem and are broadly successful in minimizing the problem of monkey absence at times of visitor presence.
Remote Herding
Parks o en represent themselves as 'wild monkey parks' and characterize the monkeys as free to come and go, in contrast to the animals at the zoo. But the open-range conditions of the monkey park pose a major challenge to park sta . Compared with the zookeeper whose animals are con ned, the sta of the monkey park have limited control over the monkeys. e uncon ned monkey troop moves around its range and does not always come to the park when it is supposed to.
e monkey park cannot guarantee the display of its free-roaming animals in the way that the zoo can for its con ned animals. Park sta must therefore contend with a level of uncertainty in animal management that is unknown at the zoo. ey come to terms with these openrange conditions by intervening in the troop's pattern of movement in order to make sure, as far as they can, that it arrives in the park in the morning and stays until the late a ernoon. is chapter describes the various forms that such intervention takes.
is human interference with troop movements is o en likened to herding. In an article on the Takasakiyama monkey park, Clarence Ray Carpenter and Nishimura Akisato used the English term 'monkey herdsman' to refer to the park worker in recognition of the role played by park sta in getting the monkeys to the feeding station each day (Carpenter and Nishimura 1969: 24) . In this way, they recognized that monkey tourism on the mountain rested on a daily herding operation. Sometimes park sta themselves liken their job to herding. At the Isegatani monkey park, Itani Kōsaburō, in the course of explaining to me his job at the park, said that he was basically a hitsujikai or 'shepherd'. Moreover, the word sarukai, which might be translated as 'monkeyherd', is, as we have seen, sometimes applied to park sta . 1 is reference to herding in the monkey park sector should not all that surprising. For, in a basic sense, park management of monkeys is a herding operation insofar as it is concerned with controlling the movements of a group of animals to ensure that they are present in a particular feeding ground according to a set timetable. But beyond this, there remain important di erences from livestock herding as it is conventionally understood.
To appreciate the extent to which the daily provisioning regime that operates at the monkey park does or does not approximate to herding, let us consider more closely just what herding is. Pastoral herding is normally understood as human-controlled and humanaccompanied open-range foraging by a group of domestic animals (the herd). Herding is a human-animal relationship in which humans (o en with the aid of dogs) push or direct animals to particular feeding grounds (and away from other possible feeding grounds where they should not feed) and, more generally, keep the herd together in the process. e term 'herding' implies human accompaniment of the animals: the existence of an omnipresent human herder who leads the ock of animals to this or that pasture or grazing spot, oversees the ock while it feeds, and protects it from predators or thieves. e herder leads and protects the herd: directing it to available food and protecting it as it moves and feeds. is arrangement is premised on the clear-cut authority of the human herder over the animal herd.
A key mechanism through which such human-accompanied herding works is animal fear of humans. e human herder frightens or threatens the animals so that they move in a particular direction. In his survey of herdsmen, L. M. Baskin has described the range of fearinducing signals they use to move their animals around (Baskin 1974: 
